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ABSTRACT 
 
Soft errors are transient circuit errors caused by external radiation. When an ion intercepts a p-n region in an 
electronic component, the ionization produces excess charges along the track. These charges when collected can 
flip internal values, especially in memory cells. The problem affects not only space application but also 
terrestrial ones. Neutrons induced by cosmic rays and alpha particles, emitted from traces of radioactive 
contaminants contained in packaging and chip materials, are the predominant sources of radiation. The soft 
error susceptibility is different for different memory technology hence the experimental study are very 
important for Soft Error Rate (SER) evaluation. In this work, the methodology for accelerated tests is presented 
with the results for SER in a commercial electrically erasable and programmable read-only memory 
(EEPROM). 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
From all possible kinds of radiation damages to electronic components, the soft errors are 
included in the class of transitory errors induced by a single particle. In the other class, the 
hard errors, the ionizing radiation permanently changes the structural array in the electronic 
components. However, the soft errors only changes the information stored in the memories. 
Such a characteristic permits recovering the components through a simple reset when soft 
errors take place. The soft errors are a subset of SEE (single event effect), which includes 
also SEU (single event upsets), MBU (multiple-bit upsets), SEFI (single event functional 
interrupts), SET (single event transient) and SEL (single event latch up). Although these 
errors are associated with space radiation environments and avionic application, soft errors 
are observed on the terrestrial surface too. It is very important to study soft errors in 
electronic components due to increasing miniaturization in devices. Soft errors are defined 
[1] as errors induced by alpha particles emitted by trace of radioactive impurities comprising 
the materials used to fabricate integrated circuits or in weld excesses. Another source of soft 
errors is the highly ionizing secondary particles produced by nuclear reactions between 
cosmic ray and atmospheric nuclei. The primary natural radioactive species are uranium and 
thorium and their daughters. They are the main sources of alpha particles and produces soft 
errors when present on package materials. For example, U-238 (half-life 4.5 x 109 years) 
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leads to eight alpha particles in the chain decay to the stable Pb-206. Another alpha particle 
source on the terrestrial surface is B-10 after capturing a neutron. In this case, it is also 
produced an excited Li-7 emitting two gamma rays [2]. 
 
In this work the methodology used to test soft errors rate (SER) in commercial memories is 
presented. The initial results attained using an isotopic alpha particle source and commercial 
EEPROM memories are shown. 
 

2. SOFT ERRORS PRODUCTION MECHANISMS 
 
In computational memories, the information is kept charging capacitive cell constructed in 
silicon wells. The amount of charge to be stored ranges 105 to 106 electrons and the 
difference between “0” and “1” logical states is defined as the critical charge. A soft error 
occurs when an alpha particle crosses a memory chip and interacts with it ionizing the 
material. This generates electron-hole pairs. When electric charges are captured by nodes, a 
logical change from 0 to 1 or vice versa occur in the digital electronic component. The kinds 
of electronic components feasible to occur soft errors are static or dynamics memories, 
microprocessors or FPGA. 
 
An alpha particle is able to produce a soft error if the energy collected reaches the critical 
charge. The energy required to produce an electron-hole pair is 3.6 eV and when a 5 MeV 
alpha particle deposits all of its energy into a memory cell, around 1.4 x 106 electrons in 2 µm 
are yielded. This amount is equivalent to the critical charge. The electric charge generated 
distorts the local electric field being quickly collected. This is the funneling effect [3] that 
allows the occurrence of a soft error. Beta and gamma sources do not produce soft errors due 
to their low energy transfer to Silicon. However, they damage electronic components in other 
ways. 
 
The soft errors rate does not depend only on the flux and energy of alpha particles in the 
active volume of the component. Other factors such as active area, critical charge, charge 
collecting efficiency, and the geometry of the memory cell also count. In the design of 
electronic components immune to radiation (the rad-hard components) some of these factors 
are optimized to produce minimal numbers of soft errors. The reduction of impurities like 
uranium and thorium in the final packing materials is very important. Other technique is to 
increase the critical charge necessary to change a logical state. Besides these procedures, 
some others techniques are frequently used to mitigate soft errors; for example, add parity 
bits to each memory words or protect the memories by adding an error correction code (ECC) 
[4]. 
 
The unit used for the measurement of soft errors is the FIT (failure in time) and means the 
number of soft errors occurred in 109 hours [5]. A theoretical valuation [1] of the SER can be 
done by the use of the Monte Carlo technique. In this, a sensitivity factor “S” is defined as the 
fraction of all alpha particles hitting the active material and causing a soft error. It is 
calculated by: 
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where );( cQEασ  it is the probability (cross section) that an alpha particle of energy E causes 

a soft error. Qc is the critical charge. N (E) is the alpha flux energy spectrum; 
cell
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A
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fraction of alpha particles impinging on the sensitive volume and producing a soft error. At a 
first order approach, the predicted soft errors rate is: 
 

SNAE cellcellr αα 0Φ= , (2)

 
where cellN  is the number of memory cell, α0Φ  is the flux integrated in energy. 
 
To experimental results, the estimated soft errors rate is calculated in FIT unit using the 
relation: 
 

910×
Σ

=
r

rNSER  (FIT/Mbit), (3)

 
where rN  is the number of bit flips (fails in a bit), observed at time rT  and rΣ  is the number 
of Mbit x hour, accumulated at time rT . 
 

3. SOFT ERRORS MEASUREMENT METHODS 
 
There are two methods to determine the SER [6] in electronic components. One is the real 
time method and the other is the accelerated method. In the real time method a large number 
of components are tested for a long period of time, under similar condition to the real used 
environment. The exposition time can last months or years. To perform real time 
characterization of electronic components to space and avionic applications, there are test 
platforms [5] constructed in high altitude mountain plateau combined with inside 
underground laboratories. The former evaluate the impact of atmospheric neutrons on soft 
errors and the latter the radioactive contaminants in the structural materials of the electronic 
components. The other method, called accelerated method, uses isotopic radiation sources 
whose intensity is much higher than the ambient levels of radiation normally found. Only few 
units of components are used in evaluation and tests can be made in a few days or weeks. The 
advantage in this method is the short time spent but the disadvantage is that results must be 
extrapolated to real environment. Several different isotopic alpha radiation sources must be 
used and nuclear reactors are used as neutron sources. In accelerated tests, both alpha particle 
sources and neutron sources must be used to ensure correct estimates of soft errors. In both 
methodologies the amount of accumulated errors must be sufficient to establish a high 
statistical confidence. 
 

4. RESULTS 
 
In this work, the accelerated methodology was adopted for the SER determination. Results 
are considered exploratory and two different experiments were setup. Two radiation sources 
were applied: a Co-60 gamma radiation source and an Am-241 alpha radiation source. The 
tested electronic components were four units of EEPROM memories (AT24C01A) with 1 
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Kbytes (128 x 8) of storage capacity and I2C protocol. The methodology used in the tests was 
partially based on the standard JEDS89A standard [6]. In this standard, special attention to 
the hardware is recommended. So, an acquisition system was constructed. It consists of a PIC 
microcontroller, a CI to interface a PC serial port, and EEPROM memories. The 
microprocessor initializes, controls, reads, and writes the memories. In Fig. 1 a diagram is 
shown. The controller unit comprises a microcontroller and a CI interfacing the acquisition 
system and the microcomputer. Regarding the two sets of memories, one with four units of 
memory represents the devices under test (DUT) and the other the storage unit to register the 
soft errors. The system was connected to a PC through a serial port. At the start of the 
experiment, the memory units are initialized and pre-defined strings are recorded in the four 
memories units. When the irradiation starts, the control system cyclically checks the four 
units of memory and reads the date stored at each logical address comparing it with the 
expected value. Any divergence is registered in the storage memory unit. The control unit and 
the storage unit are shielded against radiation. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1.  Schematic diagram acquisition data system. 
 
 

4.1. Gamma Radiation Test  
 
To test memories using gamma radiation, a DUT with four units was irradiated using a Co-60 
isotopic source with activity 1.36 TBq. They were set apart to attain 0.8 kRad (Si)/h dose 
rate. In these tests, as waited, the gamma radiation do not ionizes the chip material to 
produces soft errors. It causes atomic displacement and a vacancy is left in the crystalline 
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silicon. These vacancies act as a trap of impurities and increase the number of collisions by a 
moving charge. This radiation changes the structure of the electronic device and affects its 
action. In this work, after a 9.6 kRad (Si) total gamma dose, a fatal damage was verified in all 
memory units. Although reading was possible, writing was not at any memory address. This 
kind of damage belongs to irreversible mode because after 168 hours of annealing, memories 
had not recovered. No Soft Error was recorded. 
 

4.2. Alpha Radiation Test  
 
To test the SER for alpha particles, an isotopic source was used. It was an Am-241 source 
with activity 15.4 Bq. All memory units already used in the experiment with gamma radiation 
was replaced. Owing to the low range of alpha particles, it was necessary to remove the 
memory covering. This was made using manual sandpaper, requiring extreme care to avoid 
damaging the component active volume. The alpha source was located over the four units of 
memories for 234 hours. Each memory was numbered from 00 to 03. The Memory 01 was 
the one whose covering was scraped off. In Fig. 2 the cumulative soft errors recorded during 
the irradiation time are presented. 

 
 

Figure 2. Cumulative soft errors X irradiation time for each 
memory. 

 
 
 
In this Figure, the continuous line represents the soft errors in memory 01. For this, the soft 
error values are referenced in the left axis. A total of 435 errors have been recorded. The soft 
errors for memories 00, 02 and 03 are presented in the same Figure through circles and 
diamond signs being referenced in the right axis. A total of 26 soft errors were recorded to 
Memory 03 during the irradiation time. The soft error distribution for the 128 addresses in 
Memory 01 is presented in Fig. 3. As expected, they are randomly distributed. A maximum of 
9 errors has occurred in the address 51. 
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Figure 3. Distribution of soft errors in the addresses of memory 01. 
 
 
Using equation (3) and the data presented in Fig. 1, the SER for each EEPROM memory was 
calculated. Values were converted to FIT/Mbit units and presented on Table 1. 
 
 
 

Table 1. Soft errors rate (SER) induced by alpha particles in commercial 
memories EEPROM 

 
Memory SER (soft error rate) (FIT/Mbit) 

00 33 
01 14000 
02 330 
03 860 

 
 
 
A typical value of SER for accelerated tests in [5] is 2500 FIT/Mbit. Although this value is 
smaller than the SER in memory 01, it works just as a reference. The technology used by 
EEPROM memories is distinct from SRAM memories, but the mechanism of soft error 
occurrence is similar. SER values attained in this work denote the consistency of the 
measurement methodology and suggest more refinements. For a real evaluation of SER in 
electronic components it is necessary to use neutron sources to complement the results. It 
must include adjusting factors such as the ratio of radiation source size to electronic 
component size ratio, air attenuation, shielding, and others. In addition, it is necessary to 
establish the results’ confidence interval. In general, the longer the test time, the higher the 
soft errors rate confidence interval. As the purpose of this work was the verification of the 
accelerated methodology, none of these parameters were applied. 
 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this work the basic information to study the SER was presented. It referred to memory 
characterization under ionizing radiation. Primarily, soft errors induced by charged particles 
in electronic components were described. These SEE are not permanent being induced by just 
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a particle. The basic characteristic in these errors is the modification in the stored information 
in the bit. A bit with a soft error can be completely recovered. These radiation-made errors 
can be observed in all environments. They are inherent to the electronic components due to 
trace radioactive elements found in package materials. Yet, despite new developments on 
methods to clean up materials, soft errors in logical components and memories will be 
present and become more critical due to continuous integration and size reduction in storage 
cells. 
 
Using a microcontroller, a data acquisition system was constructed to monitor data changes 
recorded in EEPROM units through cycling mode way. This system was used to monitor a 
memory bank with four memories units of 1 kByte individually, exposed to an isotopic 
radiation gamma source, Co-60. In this experiment, it was not observed any modification in 
the stored data.  Besides this, a structural change in electronics components occurred at 9.6 
kRad(Si) total dose. This damage was irreversible since after it the stored data could be read 
but not modified. This is evidence that only charged particles can change chip’s information. 
The same acquisition system was used to monitor SER produced in memories by alpha 
particles. These SER are in random form at the tested memories address. The number of SER 
observed was compatible with the values presented in literature. Our results, although not 
enough to characterize electronic components regarding SER damages, had demonstrated that 
they could be applied to qualify processes in electronic components. 
 
Regarding the methods for measuring SER, this work gave some details about accelerated 
tests just referring to real time tests. In the accelerated tests, it was used an alpha particle 
source for the induction of errors and applied to the characterization of the SER in electronic 
components. Although these kinds of tests were performed with external sources, if adjusting 
factors are applied they can be extrapolated to the regular environment. In this work, this 
methodology to evaluate SER was applied to EEPROM memories. Although the presented 
results are not definitive, they are consistent with the literature. In the future, this 
methodology will be improved and new tests using neutron sources will be applied. 
Improving results are expected after computational simulation of the experiment. 
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